
Loubatas game scenario
A long time ago...

While the human race seems concerned only with its material comforts, a gigantic earthly upheaval is brewing.

Humans are oblivious to this because they seem to care only about finding the food they need for survival without 
really caring about why they got there.

The vegetation is gone, because in order to develop it would have been necessary for more men to join forces to 

preserve it. Instead, due to an unmoderated proliferation of the species, only concrete fungi continued to appear from 

the soil for shelter. This, to the detriment of the flora and fauna. Only a handful of resistance fighters called «Human 
Life» remained very active, multiplying various assaults against government and food lobbies who shamelessly 

took advantage of the people’s reluctance. At the time, however, we knew that there was a place on earth where 

vegetation was preserved so diverse that it could on its own renew the air and food necessary for a new beginning. 

It was even said that he was under the protection of the only remaining animal species. A horde of wolves. Place 

called, «Le Loubatas». Although no one knew where he was, or if he was real. However, everyone kept in mind that 
perhaps one day he would be revealed to them.

Several years later...

What human ignorance had liked to call, the Year 2 bug, was in fact a gigantic natural disaster due to too dense 

pollution and global warming. However, various bad weather had manifested itself, announcing the gradual gravity 

of the blatant disregard for the environment in which man was progressing, disregarding the consequences to come. 

This scourge has wiped out almost all life on earth. Only a handful of human beings managed to survive the disaster. 
Among them, a small number of resistance fighters from «Humans Life» whose mission is to guide the survivors, 
including you, to this place called «Le Loubatas». It is the only possible starting point for your survival ...

Of our time...

Sheets of thick fog stagnate around the edges of the «Loubatas». Gigantic ramparts of mineral concretions colonize 
it, giving it the grounds of an astonishing giant mollusk. You are all there and for the first time in a long time you can 
see a glimmer of hope. Your determination is crucial to re-establishing a viable balance at the start of this new era. 

You will need to divide into small groups, join forces and work together to ensure that this mission, not least, gives 

man the opportunity to save his own species by learning from the mistakes of the past.

Now you are alone and are the important actors in the reconstruction of an eco-concerned world. You must start from 

scratch, find yourself the energies necessary for your future survival as well as their functioning.



Rule of the game
As you have read above, your mission is to find lost knowledge so as not to repeat the mistakes of the past. 

For this you will have to go to different specific points of the «Loubatas».

To play you have:

- Seven pieces per puzzle
- A support

- A tray

- Seven wooden elements

- Seven question sheets

Numbers of players :

- Four to thirty players

- One or more Game Master depending on configuration
- Minimum two teams
Your goal:

Have all the keys in hand to be able to assemble your puzzle and release the NRJ mechanism which will feed the 
«Loubatas»

How to play :

- Train one or more teams

- Designate a Game Master
- Take out the game board and the accompanying rules

- Take out the puzzle part of the game then choose a piece
- Draw a card card corresponding to the energy written on the piece

- Go to the NRJ point indicated on the puzzle piece
- Try to answer the questions written on the map as quickly as possible, using the information found on the corresponding 

place. Each piece is decisive because it represents a theme that will allow you to complete your puzzle
- Find the game master at your starting point because he holds all the answers of the game

If your answers are correct, the Game Master will validate them and place the corresponding piece on the board at 
the location and NRJ found. While you will place your puzzle piece in its notch. You can then draw a new piece of the 
puzzle along with its card... and so on.
Rule 1 : The first team to complete their puzzle will have completed their mission
Rule 2 All teams have to collaborate in order to reach their common goal as soon as possible




















